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Proc and Cons of On-line Education 

Nowadays information in every sphere of knowledge is changing so fast that a ten 
year – old diploma can not be a guarantee of high qualification.  Moreover in the 
world of ever-changing market, many specialists have to refresh and sometimes 
even to obtain closely- related and at times quite new qualifications. The 
perspective of turning into a constant student and combine work, family and 
university does not attract most of us.   It is far better to improve the qualification 
staying at home.  On–line education gives us such an opportunity.   Besides it is 
cheaper than full time education. On–line education attempts to keep all the forms 
of the traditional education. And its main advantage is convenience. But let’s go 
deeper into the matter and see if it is really worth it.  
On –line system treats the student with more respect, giving him freedom of 
searching information in the available literature sources.  
Tests are sent out by e-mail and you communicate with your tutor in the form of the 
conference. Many preoccupied businessmen and people who are interested in   
acquiring foreign education have already appreciated these advantages of on – 
line learning. They don’t have to leave home, work and can save up on paying for 
the education.  
To become an on- line student you should first of all find the educational 
establishments providing courses of the necessary qualification. As the internet is 
stocked up with various offers of such kind, be critical when comparing the 
programs of different universities and choose the one that best suits your 
intentions and ambitions. 
Admission to the selected course is easy – you should fill in the application form 
and the most important - pay for the term. Then the student gets all the necessary 
educational provision on his e – mail or a password to the necessary literature 
database.  At the appointed time he communicates virtually with his tutor – it takes 
form of a traditional seminar. All the written tasks ( e.g humanities essay) are 
submitted  in electronic form on the fixed date.  Though the essence studying 
humanities online is quite of a doubtful result. It is easier for such students to turn 
to a company providing humanities essay writing service and get the 
humanities essay online, than to sit and waist time on written assignments. 
“Humanities” is hardly a science that can be studied online: studies require direct 
contact with the tutor. Online students are most likely to sit back and wait till their 
order is completed than to dedicate some time to humanities essay writing and 
highlighting main ideas of humanities essay topic. Of course it is more difficult to 
determine if the work has been done by the student or by someone else. The same 
refers to the exams. Though they are conducted with a number of restrictions - but 
students are so inventive, especially on line students. Instead of trivial cheating 
they set someone more intelligent at the computer or manage to find answers to 
most complicated questions with the help of Internet.  Much fewer people fail on –
line exams.  Surely it does not contribute to a good reputation of an on- line 
diploma.  
Another disadvantage of the virtual communication is its impersonal character. 
Sending out a brilliant classification essay  the student may get a stingy grade 
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with no comments.  No matter how literary your division classification essay was 
or how well classification division essay topic was highlighted, you may still get 
a “Satisfactory”. No matter how much time you devoted to this classification 
essay writing, your written assignment still may not be assessed duly and an 
online student has to be ready for this. There are a lot of methods to write on 
classification essay topic but will the effort be appreciated? There is no 
guarantee that the essay has been carefully checked by the tutor.  Impersonality of 
the process results in hack-work from both sides. 
Besides personal communication with an interesting teacher enriches the 
educational process and makes it exciting and absorbing.  For particular 
disciplines, (e.g. Humanities) it is the only best form of learning.  

That is why before investing your time, money and effort in on- line education – 
think: will your attempts be appreciated? Though it is better to have an extra 
Diploma and Degree than not to. 
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